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	School name 4: Stag Lane Junior School
	School address 4: Collier DriveEdgwareLondon HA8 5RU
	Text 4: Elena Evans
	Text 5: Neena Patel
	Text 6: 28th March 2018
	Text 7: School Led
	Text 8: www.staglanejunior.harrow.sch.uk
	Text 11: Jeanne Le Bars
	Text 12: The extensive and detailed portfolio of evidence is testament to the school's thorough approach to the LPPA process.Objectives 1&2. All in place and evidenced. Whole school and external agencies informed about the LPPA.Strong working group in place.LPPA action plan clearly annotated to record progress.LPPA and parent partnership is a key focus in the school development plan.Objective 3.The school's vision statement is clearly displayed throughout the school.Signeage is clear and good.The school environment is warm and welcoming with superb displays in corridors and classrooms, celebrating and supporting the children's learning, while also celebrating the school's extensive diversity.Reception arrangements are good when you enter the junior school which is on the first floor. A separate infant and nursery school is on the ground floor.Communication strategies are well evidenced, and ensure effective home school dialogue. An open door policy ,emails, good website, plasma screen, twitter, letters home, Parent Forum, Parent Voice and Parent Ambassadors all in place. In addition excellent, well produced newsletters, and a well thought through School App. are evidenced. Objective 4.A programme of workshops is well evidenced, including maths, accelerated reading, E safety, ESOL and SATS.Parents of children with special needs are invited into the school to help them support, and replicate their children's learning.The portfolio reflects the school's broad support for parents to help them develop their own learning.  In addition to the workshops above, the school effectively signposts parents to adult learning classes available locally.Coffee mornings often have a curriculum linked focus and also provide parents with opportunities to share experiences, and for some parents to develop their English language skills.Family Learning is in place, including Family Maths and EAL, and parents coming into school talk about their work are in place. The school has an identity week which involves' Talk Homework' and extensive celebrations of the school's international community.All events are celebrated, and photographs put on the website. They are well publicised in newsletters, emails and on the website. All workshops are free and flexible timings are in place.Objective 5.A sensitive Induction process, principally from the adjoining infant and nursery school is fully evidenced. Meetings, opportunities to meet the teachers, taster sessions for the children. Additional support is available for children with special needs and their parents.Flexible timings, Open evening and translations available are in place and evidenced.A good protocol for mid year entrants is in place.Objective 6.Curriculum maps are in place and on the website.Parents' evenings, parent drop- ins, and an open door policy keep parents in touch with their children's progress.Reports to parents are detailed and clear, and parents are expected to, and do, respond to the report.Celebrations are a key element in Stag Lane Junior's ethos and practice.  ' Star of the Week' is celebrated with gold framed photographs of the 'stars'. Their stellar recognition is based, not just on academic achievement, but on a range 0d other qualities and actions, including kindness.  Newsletters celebrate good attendance.Celebration of diversity is ongoing and re-enforced by the school's status as a UNICEF Rights Respecting (URRS) School.7. All policies are in place , on the website, and include a detailed Parent Partnership Policy.The school has a rigorous policy re attendance and celebrates good attendance in every newsletter. As a result attendance is high.The school has a number of volunteers who support the school, and a protocol and guidance are in place and evidenced.The Parents Forum, Parent Voice and the Parent Ambassadors ensure that parents views are sought and acted on.The school informs parents about national strategies, for example the new national curriculum and these are evidenced.8. Transition from primary to secondary is fully supported, and evidenced, with information, support with form filling, meetings, flexible timings, reminders of time lines and presentations from receiving schools.One to one support and information are given to children with special needs and their parents.There is a protocol for mid year pupils who are moving.Objective 9 evidence and findings are in place. The Headteacher, in her presentation, was clear as to the purpose and value of the LPPA process for Stag Lane Junior and the way forward.
	Text 9: 0208 9522731
	Text 10: 
	Text 13: npatel62.310@lgflmail.org
	Text 14:  In addition to all the evidence of the considerable strengths of the school across all the LPPA objectives. The principal strengths are:The successful focus on the celebration of the school's diversity. The school attaches great importance to its' status as a RRS school and the children are clearly familiar with all the details of that charter and fully understand the rights of the child as defined in the charter.The school is aware that in the complex climate following the decision to leave the EU, many parents are fearful  and some anxious. The school is actively working to ameliorate this by raising awareness and providing active support if and when needed.The school includes curriculum linked topics that reflect parents home country, for example a project on the role of Romania during the first world war.  The school has many Romanian families.Learning Mentors and the Parent Ambassadors are two key strengths of the schoolIn conversations with parents, staff, governors and the children  the sense of unity and celebration of diversity  was tangible.Parents  said "The school just gets better and better", "It is nurturing", Parents have a Voice", "Coffee mornings are good, They enable the school to build confidence of parents and to bring different groups of parents together."   "There is good community cohesion", "My child has special needs and the school has really supported me and him".  "They want to hear what we think, there is a comment box on the stairs".Staff and governors on the LPPA working party are clearly committed to a close partnership with parents, and valued the LPPA process.The children are proud of their RRS status.  The Head Girl and Head Boy who kindly gave the verifier a tour of the school were very clear about the importance of the UNICEF charter They said their parents are always welcome into school.  They explained that they quite liked parents evenings and really like sports day and the summer fete and all the events that celebrate all the various International  Festivals as the parents can often , and do,  share these occasions. In discussion about reading the children enthusiastically told the verifier about their favourite books. They clearly enjoy reading and the list of favourites was broad ranging and impressive.
	Text 1018: As agreed. 1. To further develop family learning.2. To further develop EAL sessions for parents.
	Text 1019:         That Stag Lane Junior School receives the Leading Parent Partnership Award for a period of three years.
	Text 1021: We have always been committed to working in partnership with parents so we were really pleased and encouraged to receive the Leading Partnership Award.  Working towards the award has been worthwhile and rewarding as it helped us further strengthen our partnership with parents; they are now more involved in the workings of the school, which is of course a great benefit to the pupils.  Parents are really pleased that we gained the award.In undertaking this work we also looked at areas we had not previously considered in as much depth, such as feedback on feedback and gained new ideas to try out.  Discussions with the verifier on the day were informative and helpful. Overall a very useful award as it enabled us to look at our work with parents in a more meaningful way.
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